I. INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF Z 2
In site percolation, vertices (sites) of a graph are open with probability p, and there is the smallest p = p H , critical p, for which open vertices form an open path the long way across a graph, so a vertex at the origin is a part of an infinite connected open vertex set, [3] . Smirnov found that for triangular lattice p H = 1/2, [1] , but there is the traversal, from the origin upwards, so that an infinite connected open vertex set exists for p H = 1/2 
Places of neighbors of vertex v ∈ Z 2 can be partition into 2 up-step neighbors traversed via ↑ 1 and ↑ 2 and 2 downstep neighbors traversed via ↓ 1 and ↓ 2 . For ↑ 1 , there is matching ↓ 1 , and for ↑ 2 , there is matching ↓ 2 : 
v 0 is k edges away from the arcs and it can be any vertex in Z 2 . Two pairs of opposite arcs in Z 2 k look the same and any pair, by rotation of Z 2 , can be a convenient pair
one of 2 pairs of opposite arcs
2 ), which are one edge closer to A k (Z 2 ):
.. Arc A k (T), k edges away from v 0 ∈ T, contains the ver-
For vertices in arc A 1 (T), 2 paths end in A 1 (Z 2 ) and 1 path ends in A 2 (Z 2 ):
From A 1 (T), the number of paths doubles for up-steps from
. The number of paths does not change for up-steps from
When counting the paths from v 0 to the arcs
, the coefficients c i k follow the rule generated by Pascal's triangle, [4] :
When odd or even k → ∞,
2 ) = number of paths to A k+ 
